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Figure 2. Five-foot compartmentalized grain trier and equipment for deep grain sampling and grain temperature measurement.

face sample by pushing it horizontally about three Grain sample bottles or metal cans are neces-

inches below the grain surface. Caution should be sary for holding grain samples. These containers

followed when using the trier since the compart- must be filled to capacity with grain or there will not

ment doors have very sharp cutting edges. be enough to adequately determine test weight, in-
sect infestation and moisture content.
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Figure 2. Five-foot compartmentalized grain probe (Figure 2) allowsdeep grain sampling and grain temperature measurement.

face samples to be taken from greater depths in the Grain sample bottles or metal cancards are used to record observations,

grain mass than are possible withches below the grain surface. Caution should be sample sources, location sampof bottles. These containsects

followed wThe brass sample cup is insn using the trierted into the compgrain and present, temperatures, and to diagrain or there will notions.

additional 3-foot extensions arp cutting ed to reach the It is important tho adequat the ard remaine test with the cor-
desired depth. A short pull of the handle will open rect sample.tion and moisture content.

the top, allowing grain to flow into the cup. If theallows
grain imples too compact tobe taken flow freely, a sharp pull or Sample bags are used to record observations, the
grain mass than are possible with the graiow. When the deep-cup is sample containers deslocation of bottle and are linsects

inserted, ibrass sampleortant for the sections to be prop- with plastic to minimize mos, and to diagram conditions.

additierly locked to prevensiont thes are added to reach the grain duce insecmportant escape. The bags must be sealed tightlye cor-

desired depth. A short pull ofwisting the handle while the probe is in- after filling.
the top, allowing grain may unscrew into the cup. If the

grain is too compact to flow freely, a sharp pull or Sample bags hold a larger sample than the

jerksulting in damagrt the grain floss of the cup. The tempera- The equipment described above an be purchased
ture of the probe extensions should be noted as they from a number of agricultural and general supply
erly locked to prevent their loss within the grain duce insect escape. The bags must be sealed tightly

mass. Twisting the handle while the probe is in- after filling.

serted in the grain may unscrew a connection re-

sulting in damage or loss of the cup. The tempera- The equipment described above can be purchased

ture of the probe extensions should be noted as they from a number of agricultural and general supply

are removed from the grain to locate areas of heat- catalogs and can cost several hundred dollars.

ing (hot spots). When adequately maintained, the equipment has a
long serviceable life. When compared to the cost of a

Temperature samples can be taken with a lost storage bin of grain, the cost is well justified.

shielded small diameter thermometer screwed onto
3-foot threaded pipe extensions (Figure 2). A Other useful equipment includes vise-grip pliers,
threaded T-handle facilitates insertion of the probe 50 feet of nylon rope, marking pens, flashlight, tape

through the grain mass. Extensions can be added measure and leather work gloves (see Table 1).

until the desired probing depth is reached. The ap-
paratus should be left in place for several minutes All samples should be evaluated as soon as pos-

before being removed from the grain to read the sible because insect infestation or mold growth sta-

temperature. Maximum probing depth with this tus may change quickly in a sealed bag or container,
equipment is between 12 to 15 feet. especially if the samples are not kept cool.
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